We give new upper and lower bounds on the minimax sample complexity of differentially private mean estimation of distributions with bounded k-th moments. Roughly speaking, in the univariate case, we show that
Introduction
Given samples X 1 , . . . , X n from a distribution D, can we estimate the mean of D? This is the problem of mean estimation which is, alongside hypothesis testing, one of the most fundamental questions in statistics. As a result, answers to this problem are known in fairly general settings. For instance, the empirical mean is known to be an optimal estimate of a distribution's true mean under minimal assumptions.
That said, statistics like the empirical mean put aside any concerns related to the sensitivity, and might vary significantly based on the addition of a single datapoint in the dataset. While this is not an inherently negative feature, it becomes a problem when the dataset contains personal information, and large shifts based on a single datapoint could potentially violate the corresponding individual's privacy. In order to assuage these concerns, we consider the problem of mean estimation under the constraint of differential privacy (DP) [DMNS06] , considered by many to be the gold standard of data privacy. Informally, an algorithm is said to be differentially private if its distribution over outputs is insensitive to the addition or removal of a single datapoint from the dataset. Differential privacy has enjoyed widespread adoption, including deployment in by Apple [Dif17] , Google [EPK14] , Microsoft [DKY17] , and the US Census Bureau for the 2020 Census [DLS + 17].
In this vein, a recent line of work [KV18, KLSU19, BKSW19] gives nearly optimal differentially private algorithms for mean estimation of sub-Gaussian random variables. Roughly speaking, to achieve accuracy α under ε-differential privacy in a d-dimensional setting, one requires n =Õ( d α 2 + d αε ) samples, a mild cost of privacy over the non-private sample complexity of O( d α 2 ), except when ε is very small (corresponding to a very high level of privacy). However, these results all depend on the strong assumption that the underlying distribution being sub-Gaussian. Indeed, many sources of data in the real world are known to be heavy-tailed in nature, and thus we require algorithms which are effective even under these looser restrictions. Thus, the core question of this work is What is the cost of privacy when estimating the mean of heavy-tailed distributions?
We make progress on this question by giving both algorithms and lower bounds for differentially private mean estimation on distributions with bounded k-th moments, for k ≥ 2. In particular, for univariate distributions, we show that the optimal worst-case sample complexity depends critically on the choice of k, which is qualitatively different from the non-private case.
Results, Techniques, and Discussion
In this section, we will assume familiarity with some of the most common notions of differential privacy: pure ε-differential privacy, ρ-zero-concentrated differential privacy, and approximate (ε, δ)-differential privacy. In particular, one should know that these are in (strictly) decreasing order of strength, formal definitions appear in Section 2.
We first focus on the univariate setting, proving tight upper and lower bounds for estimation subject to bounds on every possible moment. Theorem 1.1 (Theorems 3.5 and 3.8). For every k ≥ 2, 0 < ε, α < 1, and R > 1, there is an ε-DP algorithm that takes
samples from an arbitrary distribution D with mean µ such that µ ∈ (−R, R) and E |D − µ| k ≤ 1 and returnsμ such that, with high probability, |μ − µ| ≤ α. Moreover, any such ε-DP algorithm requires n = Ω( 1 α 2 + 1 εα k k−1 + log(R) ε ) samples in the worst case. * Note that, absent privacy constraints, the sample complexity of mean estimation with bounded k-th moments is n = O(1/α 2 ) samples, for any k ≥ 2. However, if we require the algorithm to be differentially private, there is a qualitatively different picture in which the cost of privacy decays as we have stronger bounds on the moments of the distribution. Our upper bounds follow a noised and truncated-empirical-mean approach. While this is similar to prior work on private mean estimation [KV18, KLSU19, CWZ19, BS19], we must be more aggressive with our truncation than before. In particular, for the Gaussian case, strong tail bounds allow one to truncate in a rather loose window and not remove any points if the data was actually sampled from a Gaussian. Since we consider distributions with much heavier tails, trying to not discard any points would result in a very wide truncation window, necessitating excessive amounts of noise. Instead, we truncate in a way that balances the two sources of error: bias due to valid points being discarded, and the magnitude of the noise due to the width of the truncation window. To be a bit more precise, our setting of parameters for truncation can be viewed in two different ways: either we truncate so that (in expectation) 1/ε points are removed, and we require n to be large enough to guarantee accuracy, or we truncate so that α k/(k−1) probability mass is removed, and we require n to be large enough to guarantee privacy. These two perspectives on truncation are equivalent when n is at the critical value that makes up our sample complexity.
Our lower bound is proved via hypothesis testing. We demonstrate that two distributions that satisfy the conditions and are indistinguishable with fewer than the prescribed number of samples. Due to an equivalence between pure and approximate differential privacy in this setting, our lower bounds hold for the most permissive privacy notion of (ε, δ)-DP, even for rather large values of δ.
Turning to the multivariate setting, we provide separate algorithms for concentrated and pure differential privacy, both of which come at a multiplicative cost of O(d) in comparison to the univariate setting. We state the concentrated DP result first. Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 4.5). For every d, k ≥ 2, ε, α > 0, and R > 1, there is a polynomial-time ε 2 2 -zCDP algorithm that takes
* Analogous tight bounds hold for zCDP and (ε, δ)-DP, and these bounds differ only in the dependence on R in the final term. In particular, Ω(1/α 2 + 1/εα k/(k−1) ) samples are necessary for any of the variants of differential privacy.
samples from an arbitrary distribution D on R d with mean vector µ such that µ 2 ≤ R and bounded k-th moments sup v∈S d−1 E | v, D − µ | k ≤ 1 and returnsμ such that, with high probability, μ − µ 2 ≤ α.
Similar to the univariate case, we rely upon a noised and truncated empirical mean (with truncation to an 2 ball). The computations required to bound the bias of the truncated estimator are somewhat more involved and technical than the univariate case.
Our pure-DP multivariate mean estimator has the following guarantees.
Theorem 1.3 (Theorem 5.8). For every d, k ≥ 2, ε, α > 0, and R > 1, there is a (possibly exponential time) pure ε-DP algorithm that takes
samples from an arbitrary distribution D on R d with mean vector µ such that µ 2 ≤ R and bounded k-th
We discuss the similarities and differences between Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. First, we note that the first two terms in the sample complexity are identical, similar to the multivariate Gaussian case, where distribution estimation under pure and concentrated DP share the same sample complexity [KLSU19, BKSW19] . This is contrary to certain problems in private mean estimation, where an O( √ d) factor often separates the two complexities [BUV14, SU15, DSS + 15]. It appears that these qualitative gaps may or may not arise depending on the choice of norm and the assumptions we put on the underlying distribution (see Section 1.1.4 of [KLSU19] and Remark 6.4 of [BKSW19]) for more discussion. We point out that the estimator of Theorem 1.3 is not computationally efficient, while the estimator of Theorem 1.2 is. However, even for the well structured Gaussian case, no computationally-efficient algorithm is known under pure DP [KLSU19, BKSW19] .
Technically, our multivariate-pure-DP algorithm is quite different from our other algorithms. It bears significant resemblance to approaches based on applying the "Scheffé estimator" to a cover for the family of distributions [Yat85, DL96, DL97, DL01]. These approaches reduce an estimation problem to a series of pairwise comparisons (i.e., hypothesis tests) between elements of the cover. However, outside of density estimation, we are not aware of any other problems in this space which are solved by applying pairwise comparisons to elements of a cover, as they instead often appeal to uniform convergence arguments. In particular, we believe our algorithm is the first to use this approach for the problem of mean estimation. We cover the space of candidate means, and perform a series of tests of the form "Which of these two candidates is a better fit for the distribution's mean?" As mentioned before, there are often gaps between our understanding of multivariate estimation under pure and concentrated DP, and the primary reason is that the Laplace and Gaussian mechanisms have sensitivities based on the 1 and 2 norms, respectively. We avoid paying the extra O( √ d) which often arises in the multivariate setting by reducing to a series of univariate problems-given two candidate means, we can project the problem onto the line which connects the two. By choosing whichever candidate wins all of its comparisons, we can get an accurate estimate for the mean overall. Crucially, using techniques from [BKSW19] , we only pay logarithmically in the size of the cover.
Finally, we prove some lower bounds for multivariate private mean estimation.
Theorem 1.4 (Theorem 6.1). Any pure ε-DP algorithm that takes samples from an arbitrary distribution on R d with bounded 2nd moments and returnsμ such that μ − µ 2 ≤ α requires n = Ω d εα 2 samples from D in the worst case.
In addition to showing that Theorem 1.3 is optimal for the case of k = 2, it specifically shows a qualitative difference betwee distributions with bounded 2nd moment and bounded k-th moment for k > 2. In the latter case the additional sample complexity due to privacy can be of lower order than the sample complexity without privacy, whereas for k = 2 it cannot be unless ε is a constant.
Related Work
The most closely related works to ours are [BDMN05, BUV14, SU15, DSS + 15, SU17, KV18, KLSU19, CWZ19, BS19, AMB19], which study differentially private estimation of the mean of a distribution. Some of these focus on restricted cases, such as product distributions or sub-Gaussians, which we generalize by making weaker moment-based assumptions. Some instead study more general cases, including unrestricted distributions over the hypercube -by making assumptions on the moments of the generating distributions, we are able to get better sample complexities. The work of Bun and Steinke [BS19] explicitly studies mean estimation of distributions with bounded second moment, but their sample complexity can be roughly stated as O(1/α 2 ε 2 ), whereas we prove a tight bound of Θ(1/α 2 ε). Furthermore, we go beyond secondmoment assumptions, and show a hierarchy of sample complexities based on the number of moments which are bounded.
Among other problems, Duchi, Jordan, and Wainwright [DJW13, DJW17] study univariate mean estimation with moment bounds under the stricter constraint of local differential privacy. Our univariate results and techniques are similar to theirs: morally the same algorithm and lower-bound construction works in both the local and central model. Translating their results to compare to ours, they show that the sample complexity of mean estimation in the local model is O(1/α 2k k−1 ε 2 ), the square of the "second term" in our sample complexity for the central model. However, their investigation is limited to the univariate setting, while we provide new algorithms and lower bounds for the multivariate setting as well. There has also been some work on locally private mean estimation in the Gaussian case [GRS19, JKMW19] . This is just a small sample of work in differentially private distribution estimation, and there has been much study into learning distributions beyond mean estimation. These are sometimes (but not always) equivalent problems -for instance, learning the mean of a Gaussian distribution with known covariance is equivalent to learning the distribution in total variation distance. Diakonikolas [Smi11] gives an algorithm which allows one to estimate asymptotically normal statistics with optimal convergence rates, but no finite sample complexity guarantees. Bun, Kamath, Steinke, and Wu [BKSW19] give general tools for private hypothesis selection and apply this to learning many distribution classes of interest.
In the non-private setting, there has recently been significant work in mean estimation of distributions with bounded second moments, in the "high probability" regime. That is, we wish to estimate the mean of a distribution with probability 1 − β, where β > 0 might be very small. While the empirical mean is effective in the sub-Gaussian case, more advanced techniques are necessary to achieve the right dependence on 1/β when we only have a bound on the second moment. A recent series of papers has focused on identifying effective methods and making them computationally efficient [LM19b, Hop18, CFB19, DL19, LM19a]. This high-probability consideration is not the focus of the present work, though we note that, at worst, our estimators incur a multiplicative factor of log(1/β) in achieving this guarantee. We consider determining the correct dependence on the failure probability with privacy constraints an interesting direction for future study.
Our work bears a significant resemblance to a line on hypothesis selection, reducing to pairwise comparisons using the Scheffé estimator. This style of approach was pioneered by Yatracos [Yat85] , and refined in subsequent work by Devroye and Lugosi [DL96, DL97, DL01] . After this, additional considerations have been taken into account, such as computation, approximation factor, robustness, and more [MS08, DDS12, DK14, SOAJ14, AJOS14, DKK + 16, AFJ + 18, BKM19, BKSW19]. As mentioned before, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to apply this pairwise-comparison-based approach combined with a net-based argument for a problem besides density estimation.
Preliminaries
We formally state what it means for a distribution to have its k th moment bounded.
Definition 2.1. Let D be a distribution over R d with mean µ. We say that for k ≥ 2, the k th moment of D is bounded by M, if for every unit vector v ∈ S d−1 ,
Also, we define B r (p) ⊂ R d to be the ball of radius r > 0 centered at p ∈ R d .
Privacy Preliminaries
Definition 2.2 (Differential Privacy (DP) [DMNS06] ). A randomized algorithm M : X n → Y satisfies (ε, δ)-differential privacy ((ε, δ)-DP) if for every pair of neighboring datasets X, X ∈ X n (i.e., datasets that differ in exactly one entry),
When δ = 0, we say that M satisfies ε-differential privacy or pure differential privacy.
Definition 2.3 (Concentrated Differential Privacy (zCDP) [BS16]). A randomized algorithm
M : X n → Y satisfies ρ-zCDP if for every pair of neighboring datasets X, X ∈ X n ,
where D α (M(X)||M(X )) is the α-Rényi divergence between M(X) and M(X ). † Note that zCDP and DP are on different scales, but are otherwise can be ordered from mostto-least restrictive. Specifically, (ε, 0)-DP implies
Both these definitions are closed under post-processing and can be composed with graceful degradation of the privacy parameters. DRV10, BS16] ). If M is an adaptive composition of differentially private algorithms M 1 , . . . , M T , then the following all hold:
Basic Differentially Private Mechanisms.
We first state standard results on achieving privacy via noise addition proportional to sensitivity [DMNS06] .
Definition 2.6 (Sensitivity). Let f : X n → R d be a function, its 1 -sensitivity and 2 -sensitivity are
respectively. Here, X ∼ X denotes that X and X are neighboring datasets (i.e., those that differ in exactly one entry).
For functions with bounded 1 -sensitivity, we can achieve ε-DP by adding noise from a Laplace distribution proportional to 1 -sensitivity. For functions taking values in R d for large d it is more useful to add noise from a Gaussian distribution proportional to the 2 -sensitivity, to get (ε, δ)-DP and ρ-zCDP. † Given two probability distributions P , Q over Ω,
Lemma 2.7 (Laplace Mechanism). Let f : X n → R d be a function with 1 -sensitivity ∆ f ,1 . Then the Laplace mechanism
Then the Gaussian mechanism
Lemma 2.9 (Private Histograms). Let (X 1 , . . . , X n ) be samples in some data universe U , and let Ω = {h u } u⊂U be a collection of disjoint histogram buckets over U . Then we have ε-DP, ρ-zCDP, and (ε, δ)-DP histogram algorithms with the following guarantees.
with probability at least 1 − β; run timepoly(n, log(|U | /ρβ))
with probability at least 1 − β; run timepoly(n, log(|U | /εβ))
Part 1 follows from [BV19] . Part 2 follows trivially by using the Gaussian Mechanism (Lemma 2.8) instead of the Laplace Mechanism (Lemma 2.7) in Part 1. Part 3 holds due to [BNS16, Vad17] .
Finally, we recall the widely used exponential mechanism.
Lemma 2.10 (Exponential Mechanism [MT07] ). The exponential mechanism M ε,S,SCORE (X) takes a dataset X ∈ X n , computes a score (SCORE : X n × S → R) for each p ∈ S with respect to X, and outputs p ∈ S with probability proportional to exp
It satisfies the following.
Estimating in One Dimension
In this section, we discuss estimating the mean of a distribution whilst ensuring pure DP. Obtaining CDP and approximate DP algorithms for this is trivial, once we have the algorithm for pure DP, as shall be discussed towards the end of the upper bounds section. Finally, we show that our upper bounds are optimal.
Technical Lemmata
Here, we lay out the two main technical lemmata that we would use to prove our main results for the section. The first lemma says that if we truncate the distribution to within a large interval that is centered close to the mean, then the mean of this truncated distribution will be close to the original mean. for a constant C ≥ 6. Let X ∼ D, and Z be the following random variable.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that ρ ≥ µ, since the argument for the other case is symmetric. Let a = ρ − ξ and b = ρ + ξ.
Now, we compute the first term on the right hand side. The second term would follow by an identical argument.
In the above, the first inequality follows from linearity of expectations, triangle inequality, and Lemma A.8. The second inequality follows from Lemma A.7, and the third inequality follows from the fact that
which holds due to Lemma A.1. Similarly, we can bound the second term in (1) as follows:
Substituting these two values in Inequality 1, we get that
The next lemma says that if we take a large number of samples from any distribution over R, whose k th moment is bounded by 1, then with high probability, the empirical mean of the samples lies close to the mean of the distribution.
Lemma 3.2. Let D be a distribution over R with mean µ and k th moment bounded by 1.
Proof. Using Lemma A.8, we know that
Let Z = 1 n n i=1 X i . Then we have the following.
Then using Lemma A.1, we have
The Algorithm
Here, we give an ε-DP algorithm to estimate the mean. The main algorithm consists of two parts: limiting the data to a reasonable range so as to achieve privacy, and to limit the amount of noise added for it to get optimal accuracy; and mean estimation in a differentially private way. We analyze the two separately.
Private Range Estimation
Here, we explore the first part of the algorithm, that is, limiting the range of the data privately. We do that in a way similar to that of [KV18] . To summarize, we use differentially private histograms (Lemma 2.9) to find the bucket with the largest number of points. Due to certain moments of the distribution being bounded, the points tend to concentrate around the mean. Therefore, the above bucket would be the one closest to the mean, and by extending the size of the bucket a little, we could get an interval that contains a large number of points along with the mean. We show that the range is large enough that the mean of the distribution truncated to that interval will not be too far from the original mean.
Algorithm 1: Pure DP Range Estimator PDPRE ε,α,R (X) Then for all ε > 0 and 0 < α < 1 16 , there exists an ε-DP algorithm that takes
samples from D, and outputs I = [a, b] ⊂ R, such that with probability at least 0.9, the following conditions all hold:
2. At most αn samples lie outside I.
Proof. We separate the privacy and accuracy proofs for Algorithm 1 for clarity.
Privacy:
Privacy follows from Lemma 2.9 and post-processing of the private output of private histograms (Lemma 2.4).
Accuracy:
The first part follows because the intervals are deterministically constructed to have length
Let (X 1 , . . . , X n ) be independent samples from D. We know from Lemma A.1 that,
Using Lemma A.3, we have, P [|i| :
Therefore, there has to be a bucket that contains at least 0.5(1 − α)n ≥ n 4 points from the dataset, which implies that the bucket containing the maximum number of points has to have at least n 4 points. Now, from Lemma 2.9, we know that the noise added to any bucket cannot exceed n 16 . Therefore, the noisy value for the largest bucket has to be at least 3n 16 . Since, all these points lie in a single bucket, and include points that are not in the tail of the distribution, the mean lies in either the same bucket, or in an adjacent bucket because the distance from the mean is at most r. Hence, the constructed interval of length 6r contains the mean and at least 1 − α fraction of the points. From the above, since the mean is at most r far from at least one of a and b, the end points of I must be at least r far from µ.
The CDP equivalent of Algorithm 1 (that we call, "CDPRE") could be created by using the CDP version of private histograms as mentioned in Lemma 2.9. Its approximate DP version (which we call, "ADPRE") could be obtained via approximate differentially private histograms as mentioned in the same lemma. Then for all ε, δ, ρ > 0 and 0 < α < 1 16 , there exist (ε, δ)-DP and ρ-zCDP algorithms that take
samples from D respectively, and output I = [a, b] ⊂ R, such that with probability at least 0.9, the following hold.
Private Mean Estimation
Now, we detail the second part of the algorithm, that is, private mean estimation. In the previous step, we ensured that the range of the data is large enough that the mean of the truncated distribution would not be too far from the original mean. Here, we show that this range is small enough, that the noise we add to guarantee privacy is not too large. This would imply that the whole algorithm, whilst being differentially private, would also be accurate without adding a large overhead in the sample complexity.
Algorithm 2:
Pure DP 1-Dimensional Mean Estimator PDPODME ε,α,R (X)
. . , X 2n ) // Partition the dataset, and estimate mean on each subset
. . , Z i· n k −1 ) // Find small interval containing the mean and large fraction of points I i ← PDPRE ε,α,R (Z i ) and r i ← |I i | // Truncate to within the small interval above Then for all ε, α, β > 0, there exists an ε-DP algorithm that takes
samples from D, and outputs µ ∈ R, such that with probability at least 1 − β,
Proof. We first prove the privacy guarantee of Algorithm 2, then move on to accuracy.
Privacy:
The step of finding a good interval I i is ε 2 -DP by Theorem 3.3. Then the step of estimating the mean by adding Laplace noise is ε 2 -DP by Lemma 2.7. Therefore, by Lemma 2.5, each iteration is ε-DP. Since, we use each disjoint part of the dataset only once in the entire loop, ε-DP still holds. Finally, we operate on private outputs to find the median, therefore, by Lemma 2.4, the algorithm is ε-DP. Accuracy:
We fix an iteration i, and discuss the accuracy of that step. The accuracy of the rest of the iterations would be guaranteed in the same way, since all iterations are independent.
then with probability at least 0.7, µ i − µ ≤ α.
Proof. We know from Theorem 3.3 that with probability at least 0.9, µ ∈ I i , such that if
. Therefore, from Lemma 3.1, the mean of the truncated distribution (let's call it µ i ) will be at most α 3 from µ. But from Lemma 3.2, we know that µ i − µ i ≤ α 3 with probability at least 0.9. Finally, from Lemma A.5, with probability at least 0.9, the Laplace noise added is at most α 3 because we have at least O 1 εα k k−1 samples. Therefore, by triangle inequality, µ i − µ ≤ α, and by the union bound, this happens with probability at least 0.7. Now, by the claim above, and using Lemma A.4, more than m 2 iterations should yield µ i that are α close to µ, which happens with probability at least 1 − β (because m ≥ O(log(1/β))). Therefore, the median, that is, µ is at most α far from µ with probability at least 1 − β.
Estimating with CDP and Approximate DP
The same algorithm could be used to get CDP guarantees by using CDPRE instead of Algorithm 1, and using the Gaussian Mechanism (Lemma 2.8) instead of the Laplace Mechanism (Lemma 2.7). To get approximate DP guarantees, Algorithm 2, with the exception of using ADPRE instead, could be used.
Theorem 3.7. Let D be a distribution over R with mean µ ∈ [−R, R] and k th moment bounded by 1. Then for all ε, δ, ρ, α, β > 0, there exist (ε, δ)-DP and ρ-zCDP algorithms that take
samples from D respectively, and output µ ∈ R, such that with probability at least 1 − β,
Lower Bound
Now, we prove a lower bound that matches our upper bound, showing that our upper bounds are optimal.
Theorem 3.8. Let D be a distribution with mean µ ∈ (−1, 1) and k th moment bounded by 1. Then given ε, δ, α > 0, any (ε, δ)-DP algorithm takes n ≥ Ω 1 εα k k−1 samples to estimate µ to within α absolute error with constant probability.
Proof. We construct two dstributions that are "close", and show that any (ε, δ)-DP algorithm that distinguishes between them requires a large number of samples. Claim 3.9. Let ε, δ, α > 0, and D 1 , D 2 be two distributions on R defined as follows. Proof. For the first part, note that E X∼D 2 [X] = pτ. Then we have the following.
(Using our restrictions on p, τ)
Now, for the second part, we know that
Suppose we take n samples each from D 1 and D 2 . Then by Theorem 11 of [ASZ18], we get that
We conclude by using the equivalence of pure and approximate DP for testing problems (e.g., Lemma 5 of [ASZ18] ).
Finally, since being able to learn to within α absolute error implies distinguishing two distributions that are at least 2α apart, from the above claim, the lemma holds.
Estimating in High Dimensions with CDP
In this section, we give a computationally efficient, ρ-zCDP algorithm for estimaing the mean of a distribution with bounded k th moment. The analogous (ε, δ)-DP algorithm would be the same, with the same analysis, and we state the theorem for it at the end.
Remark 4.1. Throughout the section, we assume that the dimension d is greater than some absolute constant (32 ln(4)). If it is less than that, then we can just use our one-dimensional estimator from Theorem 3.7 multiple times to individually estimate each coordinate with constant multiplicative overhead in sample complexity.
Technical Lemmata
Similar to our one-dimensional distribution estimator, the idea is to aggressively truncate the distribution around a point, and compute the noisy empirical mean. We first have to define what truncation in high dimensions means. The definition essentially says that if a point lies outside the specified range (in this case, a sphere around a point), then we project the point on to the surface of the sphere in the direction towards the centre. 
Similarly, for a dataset S = (X 1 , . . . , X n ) ∈ R n×d , we define trunc(ρ, r, S) as the dataset S = (X 1 , . . . , X n ), where for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, X i = trunc(ρ, r, X i ).
Now, we show that the mean of the distribution, truncated to within a large-enough ball centered close to the mean, does not move too far from the original mean. Our lemmas are somewhat similar to techniques in [DKK + 17] (see Lemma A.18), but their results are specific to bounded second moments (k = 2), while we focus on the case of general k. 
Proof. By self-duality of the Euclidean norm, it is sufficient to prove that for each unit vector
. Then we have the following.
Our last lemma shows that the empirical mean of a set of samples from a high-dimensional distribution with bounded k th moment is close to the mean of the distribution. Then with probability at least 0.9,
Using Lemma A.2, we have the following.
The Algorithm
We finally state the main theorem of the section here. Algorithm 3 first computes a rough estimate of the mean using the one-dimensional mean estimator from Theorem 3.7 that lies at most √ d from µ. Then it truncates the distribution to within a small ball around the estimate, and uses the Gaussian Mechanism (Lemma 2.8) to output a private empirical mean. Then for all ρ, α > 0, there exists a polynomial-time, ρ-zCDP algorithm that takes
samples from D, and outputs µ ∈ R d , such that with probability at least 0.7, Proof. The proofs of privacy and accuracy (for Algorithm 3) are separated again as follows. Privacy: Privacy follows from Lemmata 3.7, 2.8, and 2.5 (since the 2 -sensitivity of the estimation step is 2r n ).
Accuracy:
The first step finds a centre c i for each coordinate i, such that the i th coordinate of the mean is at most 1 far from c i in absolute distance. Therefore, c is at most √ d away from µ. By Theorem 3.7, this happens with probability at least 0.9. Now, by Lemma 4.3, the mean of the truncated distribution around c (that we call µ ) is at most α far from µ is 2 distance. Therefore, by Lemma 4.4, the empirical mean of the truncated distribution (µ) will be at most α far from µ with probability at least 0.9.
Finally, let z = (z 1 , . . . , z d ) be the noise vector added in the estimation step. and let S z = i∈ [d] z i .
Then since d ≥ 32 ln(4), by Lemma A.6, we have the following.
Therefore, it is enough to have the following.
This is what we required in our sample complexity. Hence, by the union bound and rescaling α by a constant, we get the required result.
To get the analogous (ε, δ)-DP algorithm, we just use ADPODME instead of CDPODME in the first step, and keep the rest the same.
Theorem 4.6. Let D be a distribution over R d with mean µ ∈ B R 0 and k th moment bounded by 1. Then for all ε, δ, α > 0, there exists a polynomial-time, (ε, δ)-DP algorithm that takes
samples from D, and outputs µ ∈ R d , such that with probability at least 0.7,
Estimating in High Dimensions with Pure DP
We prove an upper bound for mean estimation in case of high-dimensional distributions with bounded k th moment, whilst having pure DP guarantee for our algorithm. It involves creating a cover over [R, R] d , and using the Exponential Mechanism (Lemma 2.10) for selecting a point that would be a good estimate for the mean with high probability. Note that while this algorithm achieves sample complexity that is linear in the dimension, it is computationally inefficient.
Technical Lemma
We start by stating two lemmata that would be used in the proof of accuracy of our proposed algorithm. Unlike Lemma 3.1, the first lemma says that if we truncate a one-dimensional distribution with bounded k th moment around a point that is far from the mean, then the mean of this truncated distribution would be far from the said point.
Lemma 5.1. Let D be a distribution over R with mean µ, and k th moment bounded by 1. Let ρ ∈ R, 0 < τ < 1 16 , and ξ = C τ 1 k−1 for a universal constant C. Let X ∼ D, and Z be the following random variable.
If ρ > µ + ξ 2 , then the following holds.
If ρ < µ − ξ 2 , then the following holds.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that ρ ≥ µ, since the argument for the other case is symmetric. Let a = max µ + ξ 16 , ρ − ξ , b = ρ + ξ, and q = P X − µ > a − µ . Then the highest value E [Z] can achieve is when 1 − q probability mass is at a and q of the mass is at b. This is because the mass that lies beyond a is q, and b is the highest value that X can take because of truncation. We get the following:
Now, there are two cases. First, when a = µ + ξ 16 , and second, when a = ρ − ξ. In the first case, since µ + ξ 16 ≥ ρ − ξ, it must be the case that ρ − µ ≤ 17ξ 16 . So, we have the following from (2).
From Lemma A.1, we know that
This, along with our restrictions on C and τ, gives us,
We now have to show that E [Z] ≥ µ − ξ 8 . We have the following:
For the second case, we have the following from (2):
This gives us,
Now it is trivial to see that E [Z] ≥ ρ − ξ because the minimum value Z can take is ρ − ξ.
The guarantees of the next lemma are similar to Lemma 3.2, except that this one promises a much higher correctness probability. It is just the well-known median of means estimator, which is adapted for the case of distributions with bounded k th moment.
Lemma 5.2 (Median of Means). Let D be a distribution over R with mean µ and k th moment bounded by 1. For 0 < β < 1, and α > 0, suppose (X 1 , . . . , X n ) are independent samples from D, such that
Let m ≥ 200 log(2/β). For i = 1, . . . , m, suppose Y i = X (i−1)m+1 , . . . , X (i−1)m+ n m , and µ i is the empirical mean of Y i . Define µ = Median(µ 1 , . . . , µ m ). Then with probability at least 1 − β,
Proof. Since n m ≥ n k , by Lemma 3.2, with probability at least 0.9, for a fixed i, µ i − µ ≤ α. Now, because m ≥ 200 log(2/β), using Lemma A.4, we have that with probability at least 1 − β, at least 0.8m of the µ i 's are at most α far from µ. Therefore, their median has to be at most α far from µ.
The Algorithm
Our algorithm for estimating the mean with pure differential privacy is a so-called, "coverbased algorithm". It creates a net of points, some of which could be used to get a good approximation for the mean, then privately choses one of those points with high probability. This is done by assigning a "score" to each point in the net, which depends on the dataset, such that it ensures that the points which are good, have significantly higher scores than the bad points. Privacy comes in for the part of selecting a point because the score is directly linked with the dataset. So we use the Exponential Mechanism (Lemma 2.10) for this purpose.
This framework is reminiscent of the classic approach of density estimation via Scheffé estimators (see, e.g., [DL01] ), which has recently been privatized in [BKSW19] . In particular, in a similar way, we choose from the cover by setting up several pairwise comparisons, and privatize using the exponential mechanism in the same way as [BKSW19] . This is where the similarities end: the method for performing a comparison between two elements is quite different, and the application is novel (mean estimation versus density estimation). We adopt this style of pairwise comparisons to reduce the problem from d dimensions to 2 dimensions: indeed, certain aspects of pure differential privacy are not well understood in high-dimensional settings, so this provides a new tool to get around this roadblock. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use pairwise comparisons for a statistical estimation task besides general density estimation. Most cover-based arguments for other tasks instead appeal to uniform convergence, which is not clear how to apply in this setting when we must preserve privacy.
The first task is to come up with a good SCORE function. It means that it should satisfy two properties. First: the points O(α) close to µ should have very high scores, but the ones further than that must have very low scores. Second: the function should have low sensitivity so that we don't end up selecting a point with low utility (SCORE). We create a required function, which is based on games or "matches" between pairs of points, as defined below.
Definition 5.3 (Match between Two Points). Let X 1 , . . . , X m ∈ R n×d be datasets, X be their concatenation, and p, q be points in R d , and ξ > 0. Suppose Y 1 , . . . , Y m are the respective datasets after projecting their points on to the line p − q and truncating to within B ξ (p), and µ 1 , . . . , µ m are the respective empirical means of Y i 's. Let µ = Median(µ 1 , . . . , µ m ). Then we define the function Match X,ξ :
Note that the above definition is not symmetric.
Definition 5.4 (SCORE of a Point). Let X 1 , . . . , X m ∈ R n×d be datasets, X be their concatenation, and p be a point in R d , and α, ξ > 0. We define SCORE X,ξ,D,α (p) with respect to a domain D ⊂ R d of a point p to be the minimum number of points of X that need to be changed to get a dataset X so that there exists q ∈ D, such that
If the context is clear, we abbreviate the quantity to SCORE X (p).
By the above definition, if there already exists a q ∈ D, such that Match X,ξ (p, q) = Lose, then SCORE X (p) = 0. Let S be the set as defined in Algorithm 2. We start by showing that the points in S that are close to µ have a high score with high probability.
Algorithm 4: Pure DP High-Dimensional Mean Estimator PDPHDME ε,α,R (X) 
Proof. Fix a p ∈ S ≤ . First, note that p cannot lose to any other point that is at most 5α far from µ. So, it can only lose or win against points that are at least 15α far from µ. Now, let q ∈ S be any point that is at least 20α away from p, and let q be the line p − q. If we project µ on to q , the projected mean µ 0 will be at most 5α away from p as projection cannot increase the distance between the projected point any of the points on the line. This implies that µ 0 will be at least 15α far from q.
From Lemma 3.1, we know that the mean of the distribution truncated around p for a sufficiently large ξ (which we call µ p ) is at most α far from µ 0 . So, by Lemma 5.2, we know that with probability at least 1 − β |S| 2 , the median of means (µ ) is at most α far from µ p . This implies that µ is more than 14α far from q, and at most 6α far from p. Therefore, to lose to q, µ will have to be moved by at least 4α towards q.
Since moving a point in X can move µ by at most 2mξ n , it means that we need to change at least 2nα mξ points each from at least 0.4m of the sub-datasets in X to make p lose to q (from the proof of Lemma 5.2), since we want to have the means of at least half of the sub-datasets to be closer to q. Taking the union bound over all pairs of points in S, we get the desired error probability bound. This proves the claim. Now, we prove that the points in S that are far from µ have a very low score. Proof. Fix a p ∈ S > . We have to deal with two cases here. First, when µ − p 2 ≤ ξ 2 , and when µ − p 2 > ξ 2 . For the first case, let z be the point in S that is nearest to µ, and let z be the line p −z. Suppose µ 1 is the projection of µ on to z . Then µ 1 will be at most α from z. By Lemma 3.1, the mean of the distribution truncated around p (which we call µ p ) will be at most α far from µ 1 . Then by Lemma 5.2, with probability at least 1 − β |S| 2 , the median of means (µ ) will be at most α far from µ p , hence, at most 3α far from z. This implies that µ will be at least 17α far from p. Therefore, the score of p will be 0, since it has already lost to z.
In the second case, let µ be the line p−µ. Suppose µ 1 is the mean of the distribution projected on to µ and truncated around p, and let z be the point in S that is closest to µ 1 . If µ 1 = z, then we're done because by Lemma 5.1, µ 1 is at least 15ξ 16 far from p, and then by Lemma 5.2, with probability at least 1 − β |S| 2 , the median of means lies α close to µ 1 , and is closer to µ 1 than it is to p.
If not, then we have to do some more work. Now, let z be the line p − z, let µ z be the projection of µ on to z , and let µ 2 be the projection of µ 1 on to z . Using basic geometry, we have the following.
(Due to our restrictions on C and α)
If p − µ z 2 ≤ ξ 2 , then by a similar argument as in the first case, z wins against p because the mean of the truncated distribution is close to µ z , and the empirical median of means is close to that mean with probability at least 1 − β |S| 2 , hence, closer to z than to p. If not, then by Lemma 5.1, the mean of the distribution projected on to z , and truncated around p will be at most ξ 16 far from p − ξ, so by Lemma 5.2, the median of means (µ ) will be at most α far from that mean with probability at least 1 − β |S| 2 . This implies that it will be at most ξ 16 + 2α far from z, but will be at least 15ξ 16 − 2α from p, which means that p will lose to z by default. Taking the union bound over all sources of error, and all pairs of points in S, we get the error probabiity of 4β, which we can rescale to get the required bounds.
Finally, we prove that the SCORE function has low sensitivity.
Lemma 5.7. The SCORE function satisfies the following:
Proof. Let X be any dataset, and p ∈ R d be a point in the domain in question, and let SCORE X (p) be the score of p. Suppose X is a neighbouring dataset of X. Then by changing a point x in X to x (to get X ), we can only change the score of p by 1. Let the median of means of projected, truncated X be µ 1 , and that of X be µ 2 .
Suppose p was already losing to a point q, that is, its score was 0. Then switching from X to X can either imply that µ 2 is further from p than µ 1 was from p, or it could go further. In the first case, p would still lose to q. In the second case, if µ 2 is closer to p than it is to q, then the score of p would increase at most by 1 because we can switch back to X from X by switching one point; or p could still be losing to q, in which case, the score wouldn't change at all. Now, suppose p was winning against all points that are more than 30α away from p with respect to X. Let q be a point that determined the score of p. If switching to X made µ 2 closer to p than µ 1 was, then the score can only increase by 1 because we can always switch back to X, and get the original score. If it moved µ 2 closer to q than µ 1 was, then the score can only decrease by 1. This is because q determined SCORE X (p) via some optimal strategy, and changing a point of X cannot do better than that. Therefore, the sensitivity is 1, as required.
We can now move on to the main theorem of the section.
Theorem 5.8. Let D be a distribution over R d with mean µ ∈ B R 0 and k th moment bounded by 1. Then for all ε, α, β > 0, there exists an ε-DP algorithm that takes
samples from D, and outputs µ ∈ R d , such that with probability at least 1 − β,
Proof. We again separate the proofs of privacy and accuracy of Algorithm 4.
Privacy:
The first step is ε-DP from Lemma 3.5, and from Lemma 2.5. The second step is ε-DP from Lemmata 5.7 and 2.10. Therefore, the algorithm is 2ε-DP.
Accuracy:
The first step is meant to reduce the size of the search space. From Lemma 3.5, we have that for each i, the distance between c i and the mean along the i th axis is at most α. So, I i contains the mean with high probability, and is of length 2α by construction. We know from Lemma 2.10 that with high probability, the point returned by Exponential Mechanism has a high SCORE. So, it will be enough to argue that with high probability, only the points in S, which are O(α) close to µ, have a high quality score, while the rest have SCORE close to 0. This exactly what we have from Lemmata 5.5 and 5.6. Let OPT SCORE (Z) be the maximum score of any point in S. Then we know that OPT SCORE (Z) ≥ 4nα 5ξ , and that the points that have this score have to be at most 20α far from µ. From Lemma 2.10, we know that with probability at least 1 − β, Therefore, we get a point that is at most 20α far from µ. Rescaling α and β by constants, we get the required result.
Lower Bounds for Estimating High-Dimensional Distributions
Theorem 6.1. Suppose A is an (ε, 0)-DP algorithm and n ∈ N is a number is such that, for every product distribution P on R d such that E [P ] = µ and sup v: v 2 =1 E v, P − µ 2 ≤ 1, E X 1 ,...,X n ∼P ,A A(X) − µ 2 2 ≤ α 2 .
Then n = Ω d α 2 ε .
The proof uses a standard packing argument, which we encapsulate in the following lemma.
Lemma 6.2. Let P = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . } be a family of distributions such that, for every P i , P j ∈ P , d TV (P i , P j ) ≤ τ. Suppose A is an (ε, 0)-DP algorithm and n ∈ N is a number such that, for every P i ∈ P , P X 1 ,...,X n ∼P i ,A
[A(X) = i] ≥ 2/3, then n = Ω log |P | τε . Proof. We will define a packing as follows. As a shorthand, define
For c ∈ {0, 1} d , let
be the product of the distributions Q 0 and Q 1 where we choose each coordinate of the product based on the corresponding coordinate of c. Note that d TV (Q 0 , Q 1 ) ≤ α 2 /d, and therefore, for every c, c ∈ {0, 1} d , d TV (P c , P c ) ≤ α 2 . Let C ⊆ {0, 1} d be a code of relative distance 1/4. That is, every distinct c, c ∈ C differ on at least d/4 coordinates. By standard information-theoretic arguments, there exists such a code such that |C| = 2 Ω(d) . We will define the packing to be P = {P c } c∈C . By Lemma 6.2, if there is an (ε, 0)-DP algorithm A that takes n samples from an arbitrary one of the distribution P c ∈ P and correctly identifies P c with probability at least 2/3, then n = Ω d α 2 ε . We make two more observation about the distributions in P . First, since this is a product distribution, its 2nd moment is bounded by the maximum 2nd moment of any coordinate, so 
By a standard packing argument, any (ε, 0)-DP algorithm that takes n samples from P c for an arbitrary c ∈ C, and correctly identifies c, must satisfy n = Ω( d α 2 ε ). Therefore, if we can estimate the mean to within 2 2 error < α 2 /64, we can identify c uniquely. Moreover, if A satisfies E X 1 ,...,X n ∼P ,A A(X) − E [P ] 2 2 < α 2 /192 for every distribution P with bounded 2nd moment, then by Markov's inequality, we have P X 1 ,...,X n ∼P ,A A(X) − E [P ] 2 2 < α 2 /64 ≥ 2/3. Therefore, any (ε, 0)-DP algorithm A with low expected 2 2 error must have n = Ω( d α 2 ε ). The theorem now follows by a change-of-variables for α. Lemma A.3 (Multiplicative Chernoff). Let X 1 , . . . , X m be independent Bernoulli random variables taking values in {0, 1}. Let X denote their sum and let p = E [X i ]. Then for m ≥ 12 p ln(2/β), P X mp 2 , 3mp 2 ≤ 2e −mp/12 ≤ β.
Lemma A.4 (Bernstein's Inequality). Let X 1 , . . . , X m be independent Bernoulli random variables taking values in {0, 1}. Let p = E [X i ]. Then for m ≥ 5p 2ε 2 ln(2/β) and ε ≤ p/4,
Lemma A.5 (Laplace Concentration). Let Z ∼ Lap(t). Then P [|Z| > t · ln(1/β)] ≤ β.
Lemma A.6 (Gaussian Empirical Variance Concentration). Let (X 1 , . . . , X m ) ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) be independent. If m ≥ 8 τ 2 ln(2/β), for τ ∈ (0, 1), then
We also mention two well-known and useful inequalities. 
